Electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion to surfaces

Abstract

The DLVO theory was originally developed to describe interactions between non-biological lyophobic colloids such as polystyrene particles, but is also used to describe bacterial adhesion to surfaces. Despite the differences between the surface of bacteria and that of non-biological particles, DLVO-descriptions of bacterial adhesion have nearly always treated bacteria as if they were non-biological particles and consequently these descriptions have in many cases failed to describe bacterial adhesion adequately. This review summarizes recent advances in colloid and surface science regarding the electrokinetic characterization of biological colloids, most notably bacteria, and their electric double layer interactions with surfaces.

Introduction

Adhesion of colloidal particles may be described by the DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, Overbeek) theory in which adhesion is envisaged as an interplay of Lifshitz-Van der Waals and electric double layer interactions. Electric double layer interactions are also often referred to as electrostatic interactions and we will use these terms interchangeably throughout this thesis. Recently [1], the so-called XDLVO theory has been forwarded, which in addition to classical DLVO interactions accounts for Lewis acid-base or hydration interactions. The DLVO theory has also been applied to describe bacterial adhesion [2,3,4,5] in a wide range of applications, involving microbial adhesion on food processing equipment [6,7], biomaterials implants [8], surfaces in the oral cavity [9], on grains of sand [10] and on bioreactor supports [11,12]. Also, the DLVO theory has been used to describe the stability of bacteria in suspension [13].

The bacterial cell surface carries a net negative surface charge under most physiological conditions, with a few exceptions [14,15]. As most surfaces occurring in life are negatively charged, bacteria generally experience electric double layer repulsion when approaching these surfaces. Experimental studies have shown the importance of electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion [16,17,18,19], but have also revealed discrepancies between observations and theoretical expectations, some of which are reviewed in Table 1.

The bacterial cell surface is a highly dynamic surface that responds strongly to environmental changes through adsorption of ions and macromolecular components. Charged groups may associate or dissociate upon changes in pH or ionic strength of the suspending...
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fluid, but also upon approach of a charged surface, either another bacterium or a substratum. This, in addition, may induce changes in the conformation of different kinds of surface appendages, such as fibrils, fimbriae or flagellae [28]. Moreover, the bacterial cell surface may be penetrable to solvents and solutes, in particular ions, either due to the presence of a peptidoglycan layer [29,30] as on Gram-positive bacteria, the presence of surface appendages [31] or a slime capsule [32]. Inside the bacterial cell wall, charged groups are present and the distribution of these charges influences electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion [29,32], unlike for many synthetic colloids for which only the electric potential or, for that matter, charge in the plane of the outer surface determines their interaction with other surfaces.

Summarizing, the bacterial cell wall is structurally and chemically more complex and heterogeneous than the surface of synthetic colloidal particles and this has an impact on bacterial adhesion to surfaces. Yang et al. [33] have shown, for instance, that adhesion of polystyrene particles is not an appropriate model for bacterial adhesion because of differences in surface structure between bacteria and polystyrene particles. In an attempt to account for the presence of polymeric structures on bacterial cell surfaces, steric interactions have been introduced in addition to DLVO interactions [34,16,26,27]. However, little attention has been paid to the effect of the bacterial cell surface structure on DLVO interactions and as far as electric double layer interactions are concerned, bacteria have mostly been treated as model colloidal particles [2,3].

The electric potential at the bacterial cell surface is usually inferred from measured electrophoretic mobilities, i.e. the velocity of suspended bacteria in an aqueous phase under the influence of an applied electric field. Derivation of the bacterial cell surface potential from the electrophoretic mobility is not straightforward and strongly depends on the model used to describe the cell surface. Bacterial cell surfaces have hitherto in most cases been modeled as ion-impenetrable and non-conducting [35], but this simplification neglects effects of surface conductivity [29] and of penetrability of the bacterial cell surface to fluid flow [31,36]. Apart from influencing the electrophoretic mobility, penetrability of the bacterial cell surface is also expected to influence electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion to surfaces [37,32].

The aim of this paper is to summarize recent advances in colloid and surface science regarding electric double layer interactions in colloidal adhesion to surfaces that can be applied to better understand mechanisms of bacterial adhesion. To this end, first a description
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is given of bacterial cell surfaces as compared with the surface of model colloidal particles. Second, the impact of specific characteristics of bacteria on their electrochemical properties and electric double layer interactions with surfaces is discussed in relation to existing literature on bacterial adhesion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electric double layer interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (1) 
| In contact to DIOO production under reproductive conditions, acclimation of bacteria at a site. |
| (2) 
| Decrease in DIOO intensity as inter-units decrease in acclimation. |
| (3) 
| No correlation between adherence and inter-unit strength. |
| (4) 
| XDILO deep can explain adherence to glass, but can not explain adherence to HA. |
| (5) 
| In contrast to DIOO deep, no correlation is found. |
| (6) 
| Decrease in DIOO intensity when units exceed U. L. |
| (7) 
| Electric double layer is present on the bacterial cell surface. |
| (8) 
| Adhesion does not correlate with bacterial cell potential but the DIOO production in bacterial-HA complex. |

**Table 1.** Representative examples of detachment from the DIOO or XDILO theory observed in bacteria.
Electrochemistry of the bacterial cell surface

It is considered outside the scope of this paper to provide a detailed review on bacterial cell surfaces (see for example Hammond [38] or Hancock [28]), but for full comprehension of this paper some important features of bacterial cell surfaces as compared with model colloidal particles will be briefly presented.

Structure of the bacterial cell surface

The definition of a surface as a two dimensional structure does not hold for bacterial cell surfaces, because the bacterial outer surface is essentially three-dimensional. Consequently, we will distinguish a three-dimensional bacterial cell wall including all structures on top of it and denote all outermost components as the bacterial cell surface.

Bacterial strains are either Gram-positive or Gram-negative, as can be distinguished by Gram-staining [38]. The compositions of the cell wall of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria differ considerably. The cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria consists of a 15 to 80 nm thick rigid layer of peptidoglycan on top of the phospholipid rich cytoplasmic membrane (see Fig. 1). The density of the peptidoglycan layer varies throughout the layer with an estimated average density of about 20% (w/v) [39]. The cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria consists of a

Figure 1. Generalized and schematic representation of the Gram-positive and Gram-negative cell surface showing possible arrangement of molecules (not drawn to scale).
much thinner peptidoclycan layer of 1 to 2 nm thickness sandwiched between two phospholipid bilayer membranes: the inner, cytoplasmic membrane and an outer membrane (see also Fig. 1). The outer membrane contains pores, formed by aggregates of proteins, which facilitate the selective transport of molecules through the membrane. Because selectively transported molecules include charged species, they give rise to a potential difference across the membrane, the transmembrane potential [40]. Interestingly, an inventory of the pH dependencies of the zeta potentials of nearly 100 different bacterial strains, has not shown a systematic difference between Gram-positive and Gram-negative strains [41].

A variety of different chemical heterogeneities and structural features can be found on top of the peptidoclycan layer in Gram-positive or on top of the outer membrane in Gram-negative bacteria, which constitute the outermost cell surface. Structural surface appendages can be visualized by electron microscopy after negative-staining; they include flagellae, fimbriae, fibrils and other types of molecular surface structures. Flagellae are involved in cell motility and are composed of several polypeptides forming a filament (about 20 nm in diameter and 10-20 µm in length), a hook and a basal body. Fimbriae (see Fig. 2a) are proteinaceous appendages, 0.2 – 2.0 µm in length and 2-10 nm in diameter, with a high content of hydrophobic amino acid residues. Fimbriae can be either rigid or flexible. Fibrils are shorter than fimbriae, usually less than 0.2 µm in length, and do not have a measurable width as they clump together after staining, as can be seen in Fig. 2b. Bacteria may carry fibrils with different lengths and fibrils may be distributed either homogeneously (“peritrichously”, see Fig. 2c) or heterogeneously (“tufted”, see Fig. 2b) over the surface. Interestingly, bacterial strains that depend heavily on their ability to adhere to surfaces for their survival, such as oral bacteria adhering to tooth surfaces in order to prevent being swallowed, mostly carry fibrils or fimbriae, which consequently have been associated with bacterial adhesion [41]. Many bacterial strains excrete polymeric substances, referred to as extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), consisting of polysaccharides, glycoproteins, lypopolysaccharides and uronic acids [43]. The EPS may form a capsule around bacteria, with a thickness of up to 200 nm (Fig. 2d). When the EPS is loosely associated with the bacterial cell surface, it is mostly referred to as a slime layer. Capsules are very tenuous and their water content may be as high as 98% (w/v) [44]. Surface-arrays (or S-arrays) are assemblies of glycoproteins, non-covalently attached to the bacterial surface that form regularly structured arrays with pore
Figure 2. Electron micrographs of possible bacterial cell surface structures (a-e) and of the surface of polystyrene particles (f). Bar denotes 0.5 µm, except for (e) where it denotes 0.1 µm. (a) *Escherichia coli* cell with rigid, peritrichous fimbriae, about 7 nm in diameter and up to 1 µm long. Taken from Busscher *et al.* [41]. (b) *Streptococcus oralis* CN3410 showing lateral fibrillar tufts of both lengths, long (289 nm) and short (159 nm) fibrils, as well as a peritrichous ‘fuzz’ all over the cell surface. One tuft shows two lengths of fibrils, while the other tufts show one length of fibrils in the same population of cells. Taken from Busscher *et al.* [41]. (c) *Streptococcus salivarius* CN3928 showing peritrichously arranged, clumped fibrils with a length of 191 nm. Taken from Busscher *et al.* [41]. (d) *Lactobacillus lactis* RC14 surrounded by a thick, ruthenium red/uranyl acetate-stainable layer with no obvious surface appendages. Taken from Busscher *et al.* [41]. (e) S-layer present on *Bacillus stearothermophilus* NRS2004. Taken from Hancock [28]. (f) Polystyrene particles. Taken from Sjollema *et al.* [42].
diameters in the range of 10 nm [45] (see Fig. 2e), therewith acting as permeability barriers for macromolecules.

In conclusion, the bacterial cell surface is highly complex and differs strongly from the surface of non-biological colloids, such as polystyrene particles (compare Fig. 2f). As the great majority of bacterial cell surface components in water are charged due to dissociation from or association with protons, bacteria can be regarded as charged colloidal ‘particles’.

**The electric double layer at bacterial cell surfaces**

Bacterial cell surface charge originates from dissociation or protonation of carboxyl, phosphate and amino groups and consequently depends on pH. Possible chemical reactions charging the bacterial cell surface are given in Table 2 together with their estimated intrinsic dissociation constants $K_a$ [30,46]. It should be noted that the effective dissociation constants as valid for bacterial cell surface groups depend on environmental properties, such as the local hydrophobicity and electric potential [30]. At physiological pH values, i.e. between pH 5 and 7, most bacterial strains are negatively charged, as the number of carboxyl and phosphate groups exceeds the number of amino groups. Hitherto a net positive surface charge at physiological pH values has only been reported for two bacterial isolates, viz. a *Streptococcus thermophilus* and a *Stenotrophomonas maltophilia* strain [14,15].

**Table 2.** Ionizable surface groups in various molecular species that may be present on bacterial cell surfaces and the minus log value of their dissociation constants $pK_a$. Data compiled from Rijnaarts *et al.* [46] and Van der Wal *et al.* [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$pK_a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-COOH ⇌ -COO$^-$ + H$^+$</td>
<td>Polysaccharide</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protein, peptidoglycan</td>
<td>4.0 ≤ $pK_a$ ≤ 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-NH$_3^+$ ⇌ -NH$_2$ + H$^+$</td>
<td>Protein, peptidoglycan</td>
<td>9.0 ≤ $pK_a$ ≤ 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-HPO$_4$ ⇌ -PO$_4^{3-}$ + H$^+$</td>
<td>Teichoic acids</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-H$_2$PO$_4$ ⇌ -HPO$_4^{2-}$ + H$^+$</td>
<td>Phospholipids</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-HPO$_4^{2-}$ ⇌ -PO$_4^{3-}$ + H$^+$</td>
<td>Phospholipids</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A bacterial cell surface with \(N_1\) acid (such as –COOH) and \(N_2\) base (such as –NH\(_2\)) uncharged groups per unit volume with dissociation constants \(K_{a1}\) and \(K_{a2}\) has a space charge density fixed to the bacterial cell surface that is determined by the dissociation/association equilibria of the acid/base groups, as described by the ionizable surface group model [47].

\[
\rho_{fix} = eN_1 \frac{-K_{a1}}{K_{a1} + [H^+] \exp(-e\psi / kT)} + eN_2 \frac{[H^+] \exp(-e\psi / kT)}{K_{a2} + [H^+] \exp(-e\psi / kT)}
\]

with \(e\) the electron charge, \(k\) Boltzmann’s constant, \(T\) the absolute temperature, \([H^+]\) the proton concentration and \(\psi\) the electric potential at the position of the ionizable surface group. The degree of ionization depends on the electric potential, because the local proton activity is a function of the local electric potential via Boltzmann’s law.

Fig. 3a schematically shows the distribution of ions and the electric potential near a charged bacterial cell surface in contact with a solution according to the Stern-Grahame model [48]. The bacterium is described as an ion-impenetrable particle with its charge concentrated solely at the outer surface. Closest to that surface, ions reside that are subject to an attractive non-electrostatic interaction potential, i.e. these ions are specifically adsorbed and, as a consequence, have lost part of their hydration. The finite size of the adsorbed ions keeps them at a certain distance (at what is called the inner Helmholtz plane) from the surface, yielding a region near the surface that is free of charges. The amount of specifically adsorbed charge per unit area can be described using a modified Langmuir isotherm [48,49].

\[
\sigma_{ads} = \frac{zeCN_{ads} \exp(-\Delta_{ads}G / kT)}{1 + C \exp(-\Delta_{ads}G / kT)}
\]

in which \(\Delta_{ads}G\) is the Gibbs energy of adsorption per molecule according to

\[
\Delta_{ads}G = ze\psi + \Delta_{spec}G
\]

where \(ze\psi\) represents the electrostatic interaction energy and \(\Delta_{spec}G\) is the Gibbs energy of specific interaction.
Figure 3. The electric double layer at a negatively charged ion-impenetrable (a) and ion-penetrable bacterium (b). IHP is the inner Helmholtz plane, while OHP represents the outer Helmholtz plane. Circles denote ions fixed to the surface structures constituting the ion-penetrable layer (minus sign) or ions in solution (plus sign), while circles marked with an arrow indicate water dipoles (arrow points toward oxygen). Drawn line schematically gives the electric potential profile $\psi(x)$ with $\psi_0$ and $\psi_d$ the electric potential at the bacterial surface and across the diffuse double layer, respectively.
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$N_{ads}$ denotes the number of adsorption sites per unit area. $C$ and $z$ denote the bulk concentration and the valency of specifically adsorbing ions, respectively. Specific adsorption of ions is an important source of bacterial surface charge and especially multivalent cations such as $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ are known to specifically adsorb at the bacterial surface [49,50,51].

The electric potential profile at the bacterial surface is governed by the Poisson equation, which for a flat geometry reads

$$\frac{d^2 \psi (x)}{dx^2} = - \frac{\rho (x)}{\varepsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

with $\rho$ the space charge density and $\varepsilon$ the dielectric permittivity in the solution. In solution the space charge is constituted by ions and hence

$$\rho (x) = eN_A \sum_i z_i c_i(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

with $N_A$ Avogadro’s number, $z_i$ the valencies and $c_i$ the concentration of the various ionic species denoted by $i$. Ions inside the solution that do not specifically interact with the surface are still hydrated and therefore cannot approach the surface any closer than the outer Helmholtz plane (see Fig. 3a). In thermodynamic equilibrium, the ion concentration in the region beyond the Helmholtz plane follows the Boltzmann distribution

$$c_i(x) = c_{\text{bulk},i} \exp \left( -z_i e\psi(x)/kT \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The charge density constituted by these ions is referred to as the diffuse double layer charge $\rho_{el}$. Imposing electro-neutrality, Eqs. (4) to (6) can be combined to yield a differential equation describing the electric potential profile, known as the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Assuming a low electric potential, such that $|ze\psi/kT| < 1$ (which for a 1-1 electrolyte corresponds to $|\psi| \leq 25 \text{ mV}$), the Poisson-Boltzmann equation can be linearised and solved to give [52]

$$\psi (x) = \psi_d \exp (-\kappa (x - d))$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
in which the potential $\psi_d$ is the potential difference across the diffuse double layer, which is related to the surface charge density $\sigma_d$ in the diffuse part of the double layer charge through

$$\sigma_d = \varepsilon \kappa \psi_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where $\varepsilon \kappa$ is the diffuse double layer capacitance. The diffuse double layer thickness $\kappa^{-1}$ is determined by the ionic composition of the solution through

$$\kappa = \sqrt{\frac{e^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_{\text{bulk},i} z_i^2}{\varepsilon kT}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

for a solution containing $N$ different ionic species. The inner and outer Helmholtz region also have a certain capacitance and the total electric capacitance of the bacterial cell surface can be described as the capacitances of the inner and outer Helmholtz layers and the diffuse double layer in series.

The foregoing description of the bacterial cell surface assumes that the surface charge is concentrated at an infinitesimally thin layer. From Fig. 1 it can readily be seen that this assumption is invalid for a bacterial cell surface [53] and that bacteria will have their surface charge distributed over a three-dimensional surface layer of finite thickness, which is ion-penetrable. Van der Wal et al. [30], using proton titration, measured surface charges ranging from $-20$ to $-50 \mu$C/cm$^2$ in 1 mM KNO$_3$ for several Gram-positive bacteria including Coryneforms, Rhodococci and Bacillus isolates. It was concluded that this charge could not be accommodated in an infinitesimally thin surface layer, as this would yield a double layer potential of several volts. Instead, it was argued that this charge would be distributed over an ion-penetrable layer of around 50 nm thickness, corresponding with the thickness of the bacterial peptidoglycan layer.

The essential differences in ion distributions between an ion-impenetrable and an ion-penetrable bacterial surface can be seen by comparing Figs. 3a and 3b. As ions can penetrate the surface, no Stern layer exists at an ion-penetrable surface. Also, counter ions partly screen the fixed charges inside the ion-penetrable layer. In order to describe the electric potential distribution inside an ion-penetrable layer, Eq. (4) is re-written as [54]
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\[
\frac{d^2 \psi(x)}{dx^2} = -\frac{\rho_{\text{fix}}(x) + \rho_{\text{el}}(x)}{\varepsilon_w}
\]  

(10)

with \(\rho_{\text{fix}}(x)\) the fixed charge density resulting from the charged groups of the surface structures constituting the ion-penetrable layer (the term fixed is used to distinguish these charges from the diffuse double layer charges), \(\rho_{\text{el}}(x)\) the charge density constituted by diffuse ions that have penetrated the ion-penetrable layer and \(\varepsilon_w\) the dielectric permittivity inside the ion-penetrable layer. In principle, in addition to \(\rho_{\text{fix}}(x)\) and \(\rho_{\text{el}}(x)\) a specifically adsorbed charge density may also be present inside the ion-penetrable layer, but this is neglected here. Inside the solution no fixed charge density exists and Eq. (4) holds, while furthermore a number of boundary conditions exist

\[
\varepsilon_w \left. \frac{d\psi}{dx} \right|_{x=0} = -\sigma_0
\]

(11)

\[
\psi(x \downarrow d_w) = \psi(x \uparrow d_w)
\]

(12)

\[
\varepsilon_w \frac{d\psi}{dx}(x \uparrow d_w) = \varepsilon \frac{d\psi}{dx}(x \downarrow d_w)
\]

(13)

with \(\sigma_0\) the surface charge density at the ion-impenetrable core which is usually assumed to be zero. In the following it is assumed that the dielectric permittivities in and outside the ion-penetrable layer are identical. This has been assumed before based on the fact that the bacterial ion-penetrable layer mainly consists of water. Eqs. (4) and (10) to (13) determine the potential distribution in the interfacial region of an ion-penetrable bacterial cell surface. Analytical results have been obtained under various simplifying conditions, such as the assumptions of low potential, a uniform fixed charge density and an infinitely thick ion-penetrable layer [54]. The last assumption is valid when the ion-penetrable layer thickness exceeds several times the diffuse double layer thickness, as usually holds for bacteria. Fig. 4 gives examples of the electric potential distribution at an ion-penetrable interface with a uniform fixed charge density. Far inside the ion-penetrable layer a constant potential, the so-called Donnan potential \(\psi_{\text{DON}}\) is reached.
\[ \Psi_{DON} = \frac{\rho_{fix}}{\varepsilon K^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

At the location of the Donnan potential, the local fixed charge density is fully compensated by the local diffuse charge density.

Figure 4. Potential distribution in a 1-1 electrolyte solution with different molarities across a uniformly charged 10 nm thick ion-penetrable surface layer calculated using the linearised Poison-Boltzmann equation [61] using a fixed charge density of $3 \times 10^6$ C/m$^3$, dielectric permittivity inside the ion-penetrable layer and the solution of $80 \varepsilon_0$, temperature $T=298$ K. Curve 1: molarity of 0.01 M, curve 2: 0.05 M, curve 3: 0.1 M. Donnan potentials for curve 1 ($\Psi_{DON1}$) and 2 ($\Psi_{DON2}$) are indicated by the dashed lines.

Bacterial ion-penetrable layers have been associated with appendages [31,55] or capsules [32] present at the bacterial cell wall or with peptidoglycan layers in the cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria [29,36], although also the electrophoretic mobility of the Gram-negative *E. coli* has been described by assuming the cell surface to be ion-penetrable [36].
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Characterization of bacterial cell surface charge

Methods to determine bacterial cell surface charge include particulate micro-electrophoresis, proton titration and dielectric spectroscopy. Proton titration involves adding protons to a bacterial suspension while monitoring the pH. The charge of the bacterial cells is then obtained from the amount of protons reacting with the bacterial cell surface. In dielectric spectroscopy, the frequency dependence of the complex conductivity of a bacterial suspension is measured, from which information on the electric double layer of bacteria can be derived. As particulate micro-electrophoresis is by far the most frequently used method, we will only discuss this method and refer to Van der Wal et al [30] and Kijlstra et al. [56] for literature on proton titration and dielectric spectroscopy, respectively.

Particulate micro-electrophoresis

During particulate micro-electrophoresis the velocity \( u_e \) of bacteria suspended in an aqueous medium, as acquired under the influence of an applied electric field \( E \) (usually in the range of 100 to 1000 V/m), is measured by microscopic observation [57] to yield the electrophoretic mobility

\[
\mu = \frac{u_e}{E}
\]

(15)

For high ionic strengths, i.e. when \( \kappa a >> 1 \) for a particle with radius \( a \), the electrophoretic mobility is related to the zeta potential \( \zeta \) by the Helmholtz-Von Smoluchowski equation [58]

\[
\mu = \frac{\varepsilon \zeta}{\eta}
\]

(16)

with \( \varepsilon \) the dielectric permittivity, \( \eta \) the viscosity of the suspending solution and in which the zeta potential is defined as the electric potential at the hydrodynamic plane of shear or, otherwise called, the slip plane. The slip plane is the hypothetical interface between a stagnant liquid layer adjacent to the particle surface and the liquid moving relative to the surface during electrophoresis. The slip plane is generally assumed to be located within several nm of the particle surface [59]. For bacteria, however, it is difficult to define the location of the surface,
and consequently of the slip plane, due to the inherent morphological heterogeneity of their surface.

The zeta potential is usually assumed to be equal the diffuse double layer potential \( \psi_d \). The net charge density of the bacterial surface, including the Stern layer, equals the diffuse double layer charge and in most cases does not exceed \( 3 \times 10^{-2} \) C/m\(^2\) [59]. On the basis of this maximum charge density, Busscher and Norde [60], applying Eq. (8), calculated a theoretical limit for bacterial zeta potentials which is presented as a function of ionic strength in Fig. 5.

An extensive inventory of 96 different bacterial strains and species, showed that all bacterial zeta potentials were within this theoretical upper limit [41].

Fig. 6 shows the electrophoretic mobility as a function of ionic strength for a bacterium covered with a 50 nm thick ion-penetrable layer according to the Helmholtz-Von Smoluchowski relation, assuming the zeta potential to coincide with the potential at the ion-penetrable surface (see curve 1). Although the great majority of electrokinetic studies of bacteria applies the Helmholtz-Von Smoluchowski relation, use of this relation is incorrect in several cases. First, electrophoresis polarizes the double layer around bacteria creating a dipole moment that opposes the applied electric field. Double layer polarization mainly affects

\[ zeta \text{ potential } \left( \text{mV} \right) \]

\[ \text{ionic strength (mM)} \]

**Figure 5.** Theoretical upper limit for the bacterial zeta potential as a function of ionic strength (after Busscher and Norde [60]) assuming the zeta potential to be equal to the diffuse double layer potential and assuming a diffuse double layer charge of \( 3 \times 10^{-2} \) C/m\(^2\) (see Eq. (8)).
bacterial electrophoretic mobilities at low ionic strengths, when $\kappa a >> 1$ is no longer valid [29] (see curve 2 in Fig. 6). For an ion-penetrable bacterium, mobile ions inside the ion-penetrable layer yield a conductivity of the bacterial cell surface, which increases double layer polarization (see curve 3 in Fig. 6) [29]. During micro-electrophoresis, electroosmotic fluid flow may exist inside the ion-penetrable layer [36]. Particles that permit electroosmotic fluid flow inside their ion-penetrable layer are often referred to as ‘electrophoretically soft’ particles. For electrophoretically soft bacteria, the slip plane is not located outside but inside the ion-penetrable layer, close to the ion-impenetrable core of the bacterium. The ease with which fluid can flow through the ion-penetrable layer is characterized by the electrophoretic softness $\lambda^{-1}$ [54] with
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\[ \lambda = (\gamma / \eta)^{1/2} \]  (17)

with \( \gamma \) the coefficient of friction exerted on liquid flowing through the ion-penetrable layer. The effect of an electrophoretic softness of 2 nm on bacterial electrophoretic mobility [61] is shown in Fig. 6 as well (curve 4). Regardless of ionic strength, electrophoretic softness causes bacteria to have a more negative electrophoretic mobility, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 compares the electric potential and the electroosmotic fluid flow for an ion-impenetrable bacterium and an electrophoretically hard and soft ion-penetrable bacterium with the same surface potential. The slip plane of the ion-impenetrable cell surface is located close to the surface. Similarly, the slip plane of the ion-penetrable, hard cell surface is also located adjacent to the ion-penetrable layer. For the ion-penetrable, soft cell surface, however, the slip plane is located inside the ion-penetrable layer close to the ion-impenetrable core and consequently these cells attain a much higher electrophoretic velocity \( u_E \).

It is not ubiquitously accepted [29] that electroosmotic fluid flow is possible through soft ion-penetrable cell surface layers. Cohen Stuart et al. [62] showed both experimentally and theoretically that fluid flow in-between polymer coated parallel plates in response to an applied pressure difference only penetrates through the outer polymer layers. It can be calculated that in their set-up fluid flow only penetrates the outer 2 nm of a 50 nm thick, ion-penetrable polymer coating with a coefficient of friction \( \gamma \) that would correspond with an electrophoretic softness of 2 nm. By comparison of curves 4 and 1 in Fig. 6, it can be seen that a 50 nm thick layer with a 2 nm electrophoretic softness will have a markedly greater electrophoretic mobility than a hard layer due to a non-negligible electroosmotic fluid flow in the ion-penetrable layer. The coefficient of friction that leads to an electrophoretic softness of 2 nm corresponds with a polymer volume density of 20% [62]. This is in the same order as estimates of the volume density of peptidoglycan in the cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria, supporting the possibility of electroosmotic flow through the bacterial surface.

The electrophoretic mobility of electrophoretically soft bacteria depends on the charge distribution inside the ion-penetrable layer [61]

\[ \mu = \frac{\varepsilon}{\eta} \left[ \frac{\psi(x)}{\lambda^2} + \frac{1}{\lambda^2} \frac{\rho_{fs}(x)}{\varepsilon} \right] \]  (18)
A) Ion-penetrable bacterium, soft

B) Ion-penetrable bacterium, hard

C) Ion-impenetrable bacterium

Figure 7. Schematic presentation of an ion-penetrable, electrophoretically soft and hard bacterium and of an ion-impenetrable cell surface. The distribution of electroosmotic fluid flow during electrophoresis and the electric potential are indicated as a function of distance from the cell surface. Note that for the ion-penetrable bacteria, charge is distributed uniformly over the surface layer, while for the ion-impenetrable bacterium charge is located at the surface. The slip plane is assumed to coincide with the ion-impenetrable surface. Reprinted from Poortinga et al.[32].
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where

\[
\overline{f(x)} = \lambda \int_{0}^{d_w} f(x) \exp(\lambda(x - d_w)) \, dx
\]  

(19)

with \( f(x) \) being either \( \psi(x) \) or \( \rho_{fix}(x) \). Eq (18) and Eq. (19) assume a uniform softness \( \lambda^{-1} \) and a thickness of the ion-penetrable layer \( d_w \) such that \( d_w \lambda \geq 1 \). Eq. (19) implies that electrophoresis probes the electric potential and fixed charge density inside the ion-penetrable layer to a depth of several times \( \lambda^{-1} \).

Soft particle analyses of bacterial cell surfaces have always assumed a uniform charge density through the ion-penetrable layer, yielding an analytical expression for the bacterial electrophoretic mobility at low surface potential [54]

\[
\mu = \frac{\rho_{fix}}{\eta \lambda^2} \left[ 1 + \frac{\lambda}{\kappa} \left( \frac{1 + \lambda / 2 \kappa}{1 + \lambda / \kappa} \right) \right]
\]  

(20)

Eq. (20) allows derivation of the bacterial electrophoretic softness and fixed charge density by fitting this equation to measurements of the bacterial electrophoretic mobility as a function of ionic strength, provided that the softness and fixed charge density are constant over the range of ionic strengths employed. Practically, this last condition makes that electrophoretic mobilities measured at ionic strengths below about 5 mM need to be excluded from the fit procedure.

Experimental data

Electrophoretic mobility and surface charge of bacterial cells

Bacterial electrophoretic mobilities are often measured as a function of pH at constant ionic strength. Fig. 8 shows the pH dependence of the zeta potential calculated from the electrophoretic mobility using the Helmholtz-Von Smoluchowski equation for four selected strains [41] in 10 mM potassium phosphate solutions. The pH dependence of the bacterial zeta potentials is characteristic for a given isolate, but generally is not characteristic at the strain or species level, as isolates with widely different surfaces may exist for a given strain [41]. The
pH at which the electrophoretic mobility is zero is referred to as the isoelectric point (IEP). In the absence of specific adsorption, the IEP is determined by the balance between anionic and cationic acid/base groups at the cell surface. IEP’s of bacteria have been used by Rijnaarts et al. [46] to determine the molecular composition of their surfaces. Rijnaarts et al. [46] distinguished bacteria predominantly covered by anionic polysaccharides with an IEP \( \leq 2.8 \), based on the dissociation constants of the constituting molecular groups (see Table 2). Peptidoglycan covered bacterial cell surfaces have an IEP between pH 3.0 and 4.0, while proteinaceous cell surfaces have an IEP exceeding pH 4.0. This classification based on IEP’s is supported by observations that tufts of proteinaceous fibrils increase the IEP of a *Streptococcus sanguis* CR311 strain from below pH 2 for a bald variant, to pH 2.8 for the tufted one [41].

More detailed, quantitative information on bacterial cell surface compositions can be derived from proton titration, or from fitting the pH dependence of bacterial charge densities.
as derived from bacterial zeta potentials using Eq. (8) to the ionizable surface group model [47]. Assuming a negligible electric potential, charge densities can be inserted in Eq. (1) to obtain values for the densities and pKₐ’s of the surface groups, as given in Table 3. The anionic groups in table 3 have pKₐ values of about 2.5, indicating the presence of either polysaccharide, teichoic acids and/or phospholipids, and about 5, implying the presence of proteins and/or peptidoglycan at the bacterial surface. Note that the surface of *S. epidermidis* HBH 171 appears to lack proteins. In line with this, XPS analyses show that the amount of nitrogen present at the cell surface of this strain is small compared to the amount of oxygen and phosphate [63]

Table 3. Parameters obtained from fitting the bacterial surface charge (as derived from the bacterial zeta potential using Eq. (8)) as a function of pH as shown in Fig. 8 for four bacterial strains to an ionizable surface group model assuming the bacterial surface to contain \( N_i \) amino groups per \( m^2 \) with a pK\(_{a1}\) of 9.5 and two different anionic groups with densities \( N_2 \) and \( N_3 \) and pK\(_a\) values pK\(_{a2}\) and pK\(_{a3}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterium</th>
<th>( N_i )</th>
<th>pK(_{a1})</th>
<th>( N_2 )</th>
<th>pK(_{a2})</th>
<th>( N_3 )</th>
<th>pK(_{a3})</th>
<th>( N_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>E. coli</em> 2239</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. epidermidis</em> HBH 171</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. mitis</em> 398</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>L. acidophilus</em> ATCC 9224</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ionizable surface group model can not completely explain the pH dependence of bacterial zeta potentials. For example, often an increase in bacterial zeta potentials at elevated pH is observed, as for *S. epidermidis* HBH 171 in Fig. 8, that can not be explained by progressive dissociation of negatively charged groups. Since streptococcal and staphylococcal diffusion coefficients have been shown to decrease with increasing pH [64], amongst other things due to the extension of fibrils, it is likely that ion-penetrable layers swell with increasing pH and thus reduce the bacterial charge density and electrophoretic mobility. AFM data have also indicated extension of fibrils upon lowering the ionic strength of streptococcal suspensions to below 0.1 M due to increased electric double layer repulsion between the fibrils [65]. Plette *et al.* [66] described swelling of *Rhodococcus erythropolis* A177 cell walls below 0.1 M and above pH 5 and found that the volume of the peptidoglycan layer doubles when the ionic strength decreases from 0.1 M to 0.01 M.
The bacterial cell surface also gains charge by specific adsorption of, in particular, multivalent cations [49,50,67,68], like for instance Ca\(^{2+}\) from saliva. [51]. Specific adsorption of multivalent cations to bacterial surfaces depends on their ability to form chemical bonds with negatively charged surface groups [66,69], like carboxyl and phosphate groups [69].

Fig. 9 shows the zeta potentials of *Bacillus subtilis* ATCC 6051 as a function of cation concentration [49]. Assuming that bacterial zeta potentials equal the diffuse double layer potential, it was demonstrated that specific cation adsorption obeys a modified Langmuir isotherm (Eq. (2)), with adsorption energies \(\Delta_{\text{ads}}G\) ranging from 13.4 \(kT\) for Sr\(^{2+}\) to 10.9 \(kT\) for Ba\(^{2+}\), comparable to the energy of proton binding to carboxyl groups in proteins. Even if not specifically interacting with the bacterial surface, multivalent cations greatly influence surface charge properties of bacteria as they are highly concentrated in the ion-penetrable layer (see Eq. (6)). Wasserman and Felmy [70] for example calculated that the presence of only 10\(^{-6}\) M trivalent cations in 1 mM 1-1 electrolyte is able to increase the Donnan Potential from –110 to –85 mV. It should be noted that, as bacterial surfaces are inherently heterogeneous, the bacterial electrophoretic mobility only yields an average value of the bacterial surface charge while major local differences can be expected on a molecular scale. Using atomic force
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**Figure 9.** Zeta potential of *Bacillus subtilis* ATCC 6051 as calculated from the electrophoretic mobility using the Helmholtz-Von Smoluchowski equation as a function of cation (Ba\(^{2+}\), Sr\(^{2+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\)) concentration measured at a pH of around 8 with the total ionic strength kept at 15 mM using NaCl. Data taken from Chang and Hsieh [49].
microscopy Fang et al.[71], for instance, found that the attractive force between the AFM tip and the surface of sulfate-reducing bacteria varied from 3.9 to 4.3 nN along the bacterial surface.

**Ion-penetrability and electrophoretic softness of bacterial cell surfaces**

Up till now, relatively few studies have employed a soft particle model (for example Eq. (20)) to describe bacterial cell surfaces. Table 4 summarizes fixed charge densities and electrophoretic softness values as found in the literature for several bacterial strains. Fixed charge densities and electrophoretic softnesses differ widely for various strains depending on the bacterial surface structure and culture conditions. The soft particle model can identify several features of bacteria that remain undiscovered when using the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation. For example, a soft particle analysis shows that *Pseudomonas syringae* NIAES 1309 bacteria with their surface covered with (uncharged) sugar molecules have a low fixed charge density despite having a considerable electrophoretic mobility because of their high electrophoretic softness (see Table 4). Also, the fibrillated *S. salivarius* HB has a smaller fixed charge density than its non-fibrillated mutant HB-C12 as revealed by the soft particle model (see Table 4), whereas applying the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation yields a greater surface charge for the fibrillated strain because of its greater electrophoretic mobility [31].

Fixed charge densities in Table 4 are in the order of $3 \times 10^6$ C/m$^3$, which is three-fold lower than obtained from titration experiments [29,74]. Most probably, the bacterial ion-penetrable layer is less dense and consequently carries less fixed charges at its outer surface. As, according to Eq. (19), electrophoresis mainly probes the fixed charge density of the outer part of the ion-penetrable layer, whereas titration measures the total fixed charge density inside the ion-penetrable layer, particulate micro-electrophoresis yields a lower fixed charge density than titration. Because bacterial adhesion to surfaces is an interaction between outer surfaces, charge densities obtained from electrophoresis are likely more relevant to calculate bacterial electric double layer interactions than those obtained from titration experiments.

The electrophoretic softness and fixed charge density obtained from soft particle analyses have been shown to correlate in a meaningful way with bacterial cell surface properties obtained from other measurements, indicating the validity of the soft particle model. For example, *S. salivarius* HB-C12 exhibits a smaller softness and a greater fixed charge density than *S. salivarius* HB (see Table 4), in accordance with the observation of fibrils on the latter.
Also, electrophoretic softness of the ion-penetrable layer has been found to positively correlate with the mechanical softness of several streptococcal strains as measured with AFM [65].

**Table 4.** Fixed charge density \( \rho_{\text{fix}} \) and electrophoretic softness \( \lambda^{-1} \) of different bacterial strains collected from literature for different pH, together with information on the bacterial surface structure (if presented).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterium</th>
<th>( \rho_{\text{fix}} ) ((10^6 \text{C/m}^3))</th>
<th>( \lambda^{-1} ) (nm)</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Streptococci</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. salivarius</em> HB</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fibrillated</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. salivarius</em> HB-C12</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Non-fibrillated</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. oralis</em> J22</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>[95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Staphylococci</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. aureus</em></td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. aureus</em></td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. epidermidis</em> 3399</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Encapsulated</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. epidermidis</em></td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Slime producing</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCC 35983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grown in broth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. epidermidis</em></td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Slime producing</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCC 35983</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grown on agar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
<td>-14.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pseudomonas</em></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sugar-rich surface</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Syringae</em> NIAES 1309</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Flagellar</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* denotes a Gram negative strain.
Concluding remarks

The bacterial cell surface is charged by dissociation and association of ionizable surface groups and specific adsorption, especially of multivalent cations. Structural cell surface features present themselves as an ion-penetrable layer on the bacterial cell wall, yielding a high surface conductivity and permitting electroosmotic flow through the ion-penetrable layer (‘electrophoretic softness’). Bacterial cell surface charge strongly changes in response to environmental factors, therewith contributing to the dynamic nature of bacterial cell surfaces.
Electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion: theoretical

Electric double layer interactions in colloidal particle adhesion according to the DLVO-theory have recently been reviewed by Adamczyk and Warszýnski [52] and the present review will be confined to the deviations from classical electric double layer interactions as described in the DLVO-theory due to the characteristic properties of bacterial cell surfaces.

Dynamics of electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion

Both the fixed and the diffuse charge density at bacterial cell surfaces depend on the local electric potential (see Eqs. (1) and (6)). For an isolated bacterium, the electric potential distribution at its surface is determined solely by its own fixed charge (and the diffuse counter charge attracted by it), but upon interaction with another surface, fixed charges present at that surface also contribute to the electric potential distribution at the bacterial cell surface. Consequently, the electric potential distribution and, in response, the fixed and diffuse charge densities at the bacterial cell surface change during electric double layer interaction with another surface.

The adjustment of charge densities during electric double layer interactions is a kinetic process involving several simultaneously occurring steps, each of which possesses a characteristic time constant. First, the time required for a bacterium to diffuse across an electric double layer with thickness $1/\kappa$ present at a substratum can be calculated from [75,40]

$$
\tau_{\text{bacterium}} = \frac{1}{2D_p \kappa^2}
$$

(21)

in which $D_p$ is the bacterial diffusion constant. According to Eq. (21), a bacterium with a radius of 500 nm and a diffusion constant of $10^{-12}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$, needs approximately $10^{-5}$ s to cross a 10 nm thick electric double layer. Similarly, the diffusion time of ions with diffusion constant $D_i$ during interaction of a particle with radius $a$ with a flat surface can be estimated from [76]

$$
\tau_{\text{ion}} = \frac{a}{2D_i \kappa}
$$

(22)
For bacteria, diffuse double layer charges are not only present inside the solution, but also inside the ion-penetrable layer. Van der Wal et al. [77] found that the diffusion constant of ions inside the peptidoglycan layer is about 40% of that inside solution. For a diffusion constant of $5 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (40% of a representative ion diffusion constant in solution) and a 10 nm thick double layer, redistribution of diffuse double layer charges takes about $10^6$ s according to Eq. (22). Note that this is substantially smaller than the time required for a bacterium to cross the electric double layer, indicating that diffuse double layer ions remain in thermodynamic equilibrium during interaction, i.e. the distribution of diffuse double layer ions always follows the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The time required for the fixed charge density to adjust during interaction amounts [75]

$$\tau_{ch} = \frac{RTC}{eN_A i_0}$$

with $R$ the gas constant and $C$ the interfacial capacitance. The rate at which charged groups exchange their charge with the solution, $i_0$, can vary drastically from one system to another, ranging between $10^{-10}$ and 1 A/cm$^2$ [76]. Typically, according to Eq. (23) the characteristic time of an adjustment in fixed charge density is between 2500 s and 0.25 µs. If adjustment of the fixed charge density takes longer than it takes a bacterium to cross the diffuse double layer of a substratum surface (approximately $10^{-5}$ s), the fixed charge density remains constant during interaction. Experimental studies have shown that the strength of bacterial adhesive bonds increases as a function of time, with a characteristic time constant of around ten seconds [78]. This may indicate that adjustment of fixed charges at bacterial cell surfaces indeed takes longer than the time needed for a bacterium to cross the electric double layer of a substratum to adhere to it.

When, on the other hand, the adjustment of fixed charges at the bacterial cell surface proceeds faster than the rate at which a bacterium crosses the electric double layer, the fixed charge density is always regulated to maintain equilibrium during interaction [79]. There are two extreme cases of charge-regulation: either the fixed charge density remains constant or the fixed charge density adjusts in such a way that the electric potential inside the ion-penetrable layer remains constant during electric double layer interaction. Hitherto, a constant potential distribution inside the ion-penetrable layer has been assumed in most studies on electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion [2,3,4,5]. Since the electric potential inside the
ion-penetrable layer is assumed constant, it is irrelevant whether or not diffuse interfacial charges can move through the ion-penetrable surface layer [80], i.e. ion-penetrability of the bacterial surface becomes irrelevant. At low electric potential, when the Poisson-Boltzmann equation may be linearized, the constant potential approximation yields for the electric double layer interaction between a spherical bacterium and a flat substratum [81]

\[ V_d(h) = a\varepsilon\left(\psi_{01}^2 + \psi_{02}^2\right) \left(\frac{2\psi_{01}\psi_{02}}{\psi_{01}^2 + \psi_{02}^2} \ln\left[\frac{1 + \exp(-\kappa h)}{1 - \exp(-\kappa h)}\right] + \ln(1 - \exp(-2\kappa h))\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

with \(\psi_{01}\) and \(\psi_{02}\) the surface potentials of the interacting surfaces and \(h\) the surface to surface separation distance.

Alternatively, assuming a constant fixed charge density during interaction, the electric double layer energy of a spherical ion-penetrable bacterium interacting with an ion-impenetrable flat substratum is given by [82]

\[ V_d(h) = 4\pi\varepsilon a \left[\psi_{01}\psi_{02}\exp(-\kappa h) - \frac{1}{4}\psi_{02}^2 \frac{a}{a + h}\exp(-2\kappa h)\right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (25)

with \(\psi_{02}\) the bacterial surface potential, which is related to the fixed charge density through

\[ \psi_{02} = \frac{\rho_{\text{fix}}}{2\varepsilon\kappa^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

Fig. 10 compares the constant potential and constant fixed charge approaches. Clearly, electric double layer repulsions calculated at constant potential are smaller than at constant fixed charge. During interaction, the diffuse double layers present at the interacting surfaces are compressed, leading to a decrease in interfacial capacitance. Hence, in order to maintain a constant fixed charge density, the electric potential needs to increase, which leads to a larger electric double layer repulsion compared with the constant potential approach.
In order to determine whether the constant potential or constant fixed charge approach describes the charge-regulation behavior of bacteria during interactions best, the fixed charge density of the bacterial cell surface has to be known as a function of the electric potential. At low electric potential the relation between fixed charge density and electric potential can be approximated by [83]

$$\rho_{\text{fix}}(\psi) = \rho_0 - K\psi$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

with

$$\rho_0 \equiv \rho_{\text{fix}}(\psi = 0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

$$K \equiv -\left. \frac{\partial \rho_{\text{fix}}(\psi)}{\partial \psi} \right|_{\psi = 0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

**Figure 10.** Electric double layer interaction energy between an ion-penetrable sphere and a flat ion-impenetrable plate, both with a surface potential of –25 mV, as a function of the dimensionless surface to surface separation distance $\kappa h$. Curve 1: assuming constant surface potentials during interaction (Eq. (24)). Curve 2: assuming constant fixed charge densities during interaction (Eq. (25)).
Chapter 1

in which \( K \) is the charge-regulation capacitance. \( K \) is always positive and its magnitude gives the tendency of ionizable groups to oppose changes in the electric potential by shifting their ionization equilibria. Consequently, \( K=0 \) and \( K=\infty \) correspond with constant fixed charge and constant potential, respectively.

The charge-regulation capacitance can be calculated from the ionizable surface group model (Eq. (1)) provided that the densities of the different ionizable surface groups and their dissociation constants are known, as measured by Van der Wal et al. [30] for several Gram-positive strains using proton titration. The charge-regulation capacitance calculated (see Fig. 11) shows maxima at the \( pK_a \)'s of the different ionizable groups present and is found not to exceed \( 3 \times 10^7 \, \text{F/m}^3 \). Since Gram-positive bacterial cell surfaces usually contain little phosphate [63], it can be inferred from Fig. 11 that their fixed charge density will remain constant during interaction with surfaces at pH values between 6 and 10.

\[
\text{Figure 11. Charge-regulation capacitance as defined by Eq. (29) as a function of pH for two bacterial strains calculated using the ionizable surface group model with densities of ionizable groups and their } K_a \text{ values taken from titration data of Van der Wal et al. [30]. The net fixed charge density has been rescaled to give } 3 \times 10^6 \, \text{C/m}^3 \text{ at pH 7. The ionizable group that contributes most to the charge regulation capacitance in a given region of pH is indicated.}
\]

Fig. 12 presents the electric double layer interaction energy as a function of ionic strength, calculated for two separation distances between two ion-penetrable surfaces using the low
potential approximation, while accounting for charge-regulation. Deviations from constant fixed charge do not influence the calculated electric double layer interaction energies for ionic strengths above 10 mM, indicating that the constant fixed charge approach is a valid approximation in this region of ionic strengths. Note that for each separation distance, an increase in the charge-regulation capacitance leads to a smaller electric double layer interaction energy.
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**Figure 12.** Electric double layer interaction energy for the interaction of two similar charge-regulating ion-penetrable plates calculated assuming low electric potential [84] and a fixed charge density of $3 \times 10^6$ C/m$^3$ as a function of the ionic strength of a 1-1 electrolyte solution for different values of the charge regulation capacitance $K$ and of the surface to surface separation distance $h$. Curve 1: $h=0$, $K=0$. Curve 2: $h=0$, $K=10^7$ F/m$^3$. Curve 3: $h=0$, $K=3 \times 10^7$ F/m$^3$. Curve 4: $h=3 \kappa^{-1}$, $K=0$. Curve 5: $h=3 \kappa^{-1}$, $K=10^7$ F/m$^3$. Curve 6: $h=3 \kappa^{-1}$, $K=3 \times 10^7$ F/m$^3$.

The charge-regulation behavior of ion-impenetrable particles and its dependence on the Stern layer capacitance was studied by Behrens and Borkovech [85], who found that when the interfacial capacitance of particles is dominated by the Stern layer capacitance the constant potential description is preferred. For latex particles, for which the Stern layer hardly contributed to the interfacial capacitance, it was found that over a wide range of pH and ionic strengths the diffuse double layer capacitance exceeded the regulation capacitance and by consequence the particles exhibit constant charge behaviour. This will be even more true for
bacteria as these, due to their ion-penetrability, lack a Stern layer and have a high diffuse
double layer capacitance (given by $\frac{\rho_{fix}}{\psi_0}$ as derived from Eq. (26)).

**Effect of heterogeneities on electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion**

Bacterial surfaces are chemically and structurally heterogeneous, but in almost all cases
detailed knowledge of bacterial cell surface properties at the nanometer level is lacking.
Elimelech and ‘O Melia [86] proposed to theoretically account for structural surface
heterogenities by composing a surface, covered by small semi-spheres with a 20 nm radius.
This led to a decrease in the interaction energy barrier experienced by a 0.4 µm sphere from
23 kT to 11 kT in 0.01 M 1-1 electrolyte, because the sphere now partially interacts with the
semi-spheres, which due to their small dimensions, cause smaller repulsion. Elimelech and ‘O
Melia [86] also accounted for heterogeneous surface charge distributions on interacting
surfaces by assuming the charge density to follow a Gaussian distribution around its average
value and by calculating a weighted average of the theoretical particle deposition rates at all
combinations of surface charges. This led to a better correspondence between theoretical and
experimental results and indicated that surface charge heterogeneity decreases the influence of
electric double layer repulsion on adhesion. This method does not account for the fact that
during interaction a heterogeneously charged particle may reorient to contact an
electrostatically repelling substratum surface with its least charged site, to further decrease
electric double layer repulsion [87].

**Concluding remarks**

Electric double layer interactions during bacterial adhesion lead to redistribution of charges. It
is argued on theoretical grounds that adjustment of fixed charges in the bacterial cell surface
constitutes the limiting step in bacterial adhesion to surfaces. However, whether or not the
fixed charge density remains constant or is regulated during electric double layer interaction,
the constant fixed charge approach performs well, except for low ionic strengths. Theoretical
analyses show that a heterogeneous distribution of surface charges reduces electric double
layer repulsion during bacterial adhesion.
Electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion: experimental

Comparison of experimental and theoretical results

Electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion to surfaces have hitherto mostly been investigated indirectly, by studying the adhesion or desorption of adhering bacteria in media of different ionic strengths [88, 89, 90,10] or pH [91,73] or to substrata with different surface potentials [9,92,93]. Recently, electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion have been studied more directly using electrode surfaces as a substratum, which allows variation of the substratum potential in situ [94,95]. In line with theoretical expectations, Van der Mei et al. [92] found a strong, nearly linear, decrease in deposition efficiency of six staphylococcal strains depositing to two differently charged substrata as a function of the calculated electric double layer repulsion. Similarly, Fig. 13 gives an example of the deposition efficiency of a negatively charged bacterium depositing to a negatively charged substratum as a function of

Figure 13. Deposition efficiency of Corynebacterium sp. DSM 6688 depositing to Teflon (points) from 1-1 electrolyte compared with DLVO-calculations assuming a low electric potential (lines). Experimental data taken from Rijnaarts et al. [96]. Curve 1: electrophoretically hard bacterium, homogeneous surfaces maintaining constant potential. Curve 2: electrophoretically soft bacterium, homogeneous surfaces maintaining constant fixed charge. Curve 3: as curve 1, but with a heterogeneously charged substratum. Curve 4: as curve 2, but with a heterogeneously charged substratum.
ionic strength, showing a decreased deposition efficiency with decreasing ionic strength due to electric double layer repulsion.

Assuming that the experimental data in Fig. 13 represent primary minimum adhesion, because experiments were conducted under high shear [86], theoretical deposition efficiencies $\alpha$ indicated in Fig. 13 were calculated using

$$\alpha = \exp(-\frac{V_{\text{max}}}{kT})$$

(30)

with $V_{\text{max}}$ being the energy barrier for deposition in the primary interaction minimum. Two approaches have been used to account for electric double layer repulsion in calculating the energy barrier: (1) by analyzing the bacterial electrophoretic mobility using the Helmholtz-Von Smoluchowski equation, i.e. neglecting electrophoretic softness, assuming constant surface potentials (i.e. using Eq. (24)) equal to the zeta potentials and (2) by accounting for electrophoretic softness using Eq. (20) and assuming constant fixed charge densities (Eq. (25)). By comparison, higher deposition efficiencies are calculated when the bacterium is considered electrophoretically soft and maintaining a constant fixed charge density than when it is considered electrophoretically hard under constant surface potential conditions.

In order to show the effect of surface charge heterogeneity on the deposition efficiency, the substratum surface potential can be assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 40% of its average value, to obtain a weighed average of the deposition efficiencies at different substratum potentials [86]. As can be seen in Fig. 13 for deposition of *Corynebacterium* sp. DSM 6688, this yields better correspondence between theoretical and experimental results than that obtained assuming a homogeneous charge distribution.

We have shown that the soft particle model can reveal several features of bacterial surface charge that remain undiscovered when using the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation. Therefore, use of the soft particle model may explain hitherto obscure features of the adhesive behavior of bacteria (see Ong *et al.* [26], Azeredo *et al.* [24], Sjollema *et al.* [18] in Table 1). Fig. 14 exemplifies this by comparing the deposition of a fibrillated and a non-fibrillated *Streptococcus salivarius* mutant to glass. Lines denote theoretical deposition efficiencies as obtained from an analysis of bacterial mass transport [42] (these may exceed one due to sedimentation of bacteria). Fig. 14 also includes a schematic picture of bacteria modelled as ion-penetrable. The presence of fibrils leads to a lower fixed charge density in the outer layers of the bacterium, as detected using the soft particle model (see Table 4), and consequently
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Figure 14. Deposition efficiency as a function of potassium phosphate concentration for the fibrillated *Streptococcus salivarius* HB (♦, drawn line) and the non-fibrillated *Streptococcus salivarius* HB-C12 (♦, dashed line) depositing to glass, including schematic picture of the used model. Experimental data from Sjollema *et al.* [18] and Poortinga *et al.* [32] Lines: calculated from an analysis of bacterial mass transport including the influence of bacterium-substratum interactions [42], assuming a heterogeneous substratum [32].

leads to enhanced adhesion, both theoretically and experimentally. By contrast, an analysis based on the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation predicts slightly higher deposition efficiencies for the non-fibrillated strain [18].

Several other discrepancies between theory and experiments on bacterial adhesion, listed in Table 1, can be explained by accounting for cell surface softness, ion-penetrability and heterogeneity. Many authors [16, 97] (see also Table 1) have overestimated the role of electric double layer repulsion in bacterial adhesion, because they did not account for electrophoretic softness and surface heterogeneity of bacteria. Decreasing deposition efficiencies with increasing ionic strength above 0.1 M (see also Table 1) can be attributed to a decrease in the thickness of the ion-penetrable layer, which increases the fixed charge density inside this layer and hence opposes adhesion. Schäfer *et al.* [22] found a decreasing deposition efficiency for ionic strengths exceeding 1 mM, likely due to adhesion arising from positively charged domains at the bacterial surface yielding electric double layer attraction with the negatively
charged substratum surface (as observed by Zita and Hermansson [20] and Cowan et al. [98], see Table 1).

**Other physico-chemical interactions in bacterial adhesion**

As mentioned in the introduction of this review, forces other than classical DLVO interaction forces play a role in bacterial adhesion. Although in this review proposals have been made to improve our understanding of electric double layer interactions in bacterial adhesion, other interaction forces should be taken into account as well. McEldowly and Fletcher [23] and Van Loosdrecht et al. [99] emphasized the importance of hydration forces to explain that the number of bacteria adhering to hydrophilic substrata decreased with increasing electric double layer repulsion while electric double layer repulsion had a negligible influence on adhesion to hydrophobic substrata. Hydration forces operative between hydrophilic surfaces are repulsive and decay exponentially with an estimated decay length of 0.6 nm, whereas hydration forces operative between hydrophobic surfaces are attractive (hydrophobic attraction) and have an estimated decay length of 2 nm [100]. At sufficiently high ionic strength, when electric double layer interactions are relatively short range, hydrophobic attraction may exceed electric double layer repulsion.

Camesano and Logan [27] observed a repulsive force working between a bacterial surface and an AFM tip that extended over more than 100 nm, which is a fivefold longer distance than electric double layer interactions under the experimental conditions. This force was assigned to steric interactions. Steric interactions result from the presence of surface polymers and are repulsive when long chain bacterial surface polymers, as in an ion-penetrable layer, do not adhere to a substratum, due to for example insufficient Lifshitz-Van der Waals attraction [101,102,103]. This gives rise to a repulsive force, as the polymers resist compression and therewith prevent the core of the bacterium from reaching the substratum. This is referred to as steric repulsion or steric hindrance. Steric repulsion is in part an electric double layer interaction as the resistance of charged surface polymers towards compression depends on their mutual electric double layer repulsion [27]. However, steric repulsion also depends on other forces such as forces resulting from the inflexibility of surface polymers or from loss of entropy upon confinement of surface polymers.

Steric interactions may also be attractive. Due to their small dimensions, surface polymers hardly experience any electrostatic barrier towards their adhesion and therewith the presence
of surface polymers essentially decreases electric double layer repulsion between surfaces. The situation in which surface polymers bridge the gap between two surfaces that repel each other electrostatically is referred to as ‘bridging’. Under the condition of constant charge, the presence of ion-penetrable layers at similarly charged surfaces strongly decreases electric double layer repulsion in-between these surfaces [32]. Accounting for the presence of surface polymers at bacteria by describing bacteria as ion-penetrable therefore also incorporates bridging, provided that the dynamics of the surface polymers in response to approaching a substratum may be neglected.

Concluding remarks

Electric double layer interactions play an important role in bacterial adhesion to surfaces, as adhesion has been shown to depend on ionic strength and pH of the suspending solution and on the surface potentials of bacteria and substrata. Although the DLVO-theory describes interactions between surfaces, it could hitherto not explain many experimental observations because, at least as far as electric double layer interactions are concerned, specific characteristics of bacterial cell surfaces were not properly accounted for. In this review it is presented how the variety of different bacterial cell surface structures can be accounted for by describing bacteria as ion-penetrable particles with their electrochemical properties derived from electrophoretic mobility measurements using a soft particle model. Furthermore, the influence of bacterial surface charge regulation and heterogeneous charge distribution on electric double layer interaction has been treated. Adjustment of fixed charges at the bacterial surface is a determining step in bacterial adhesion and the influence of electric double layer repulsion on adhesion is strongly decreased by surface charge heterogeneity. These advances could be used to resolve previously described discrepancies between experimental data on bacterial adhesion and theoretical predictions based on the DLVO theory. The present review on bacterial electric double layer interactions can not, however, provide a full, comprehensive theory describing each and every aspect of bacterial adhesion valid for all bacterial strains and species, as bacterial adhesion is a complicated interplay of different interaction forces acting in concert.
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